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GARY REPORT
The Coronavirus—What Does It Tell Us?
The coronavirus has been the most world-impacting event to take place since World
War II. When I went online to see how others were comparing this, it was most
interesting that particularly Germany, as well as Italy, have aptly made this same
comparison. More on this later.
Of course Christians are making their standard apocalyptic forecasts, which they have
done so forever, but I definitely do not see it that way. So, what then could Yahweh be
doing or testifying? And the answer is right before us, but they cannot see it (which is
the case with so many things).
To examine this, first, what is the name of this virus? It is the “coronavirus.” And what
does “corona” mean? Well, obviously it means “crown.” They “coronated” or
“crowned” the king. So what is so negative regarding that testimony? Nothing at all.
In fact, that is precisely what we need—the coming and coronation of Immanuel as
King of kings. Therefore, what then might we see per this coronavirus? But remember,
we look at the negative to see what Yahweh will do for our good. For example, the
cross, or even the serpent on the pole, were in both cases evil that was turned into good.
And that is precisely what we need right now, even especially now!
To begin with, let us refresh ourselves per what we have seen in the last “Gary Report.”
There Rian noted that what took place at the ranch home in 1994 when the Spirit came
upon me and began revealing to me Bride truth regarding the kingdom of God, was in
fact a testimony of what will happen now. Thus we see that after Bonny England left
the ranch, and then the Holy Spirit marvelously came upon me, so England has rejected
the Bride in my recent trip there, and the Spirit will then be poured out in a measure
confirming the Bride work—hopefully the beginning of the latter rain.
Bonnie England leaves the
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Spirit comes upon me at the I go out
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Spirit comes upon me/us
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And frankly, this is what we pray for specifically when I return to Africa for the fourth
time—which has been delayed by the coronavirus testimony. And, we pray that with
this contact/identification, the serpent Satan will turn back into a rod of authority
belonging to the one who rightfully replaces Judas, the twelfth apostle.
In other words, this transfer process has to be in Africa—having already been there
three times, and this now being the essential fourth. Certainly, I have devoted myself to
that continent for four chaotic and costly years—costly in many ways, not just
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financially, and most certainly not just myself, but in so many others there and in so
many ways! My hope is that that price is now paid, and the Elijah work can now burst
forth to the whole earth! That, I know, is the prayer and hope of the Africans, which
has been expressed to me many times, and would be yours as well.
But let us look further into this coronavirus testimony. We will now find that there are
other things to consider. And keep in mind, this virus is an evil that must be overcome,
just as after two thousand years it is now time for the evil deeds to be overcome. And
what might that virus on the earth testify? Let us see.
First, let us consider the nations that are significantly involved in this pandemic
outbreak. First and foremost, where did the virus begin? The answer to that is well
established. Its origin was clearly from Communist China. And what would China
attest to? The answer is in its government—Communism. You may say that
communism is corrupt. No, man is corrupt. In reality, communism is God’s true form
of government. As evidenced by the first work in the establishment of the kingdom of
God, the first Remnant, we read that they held all things in common—common-ism.
And all those who had believed were together and had all things in common;
and they began selling their property and possessions and were sharing them
with all, as anyone might have need. Day by day continuing with one mind in
the temple, and breaking bread from house to house, they were taking their
meals together with gladness and sincerity of heart (Acts 2:44-46).
And the congregation of those who believed were of one heart and soul; and not
one of them claimed that anything belonging to him was his own, but all things
were common property to them (Acts 4:32).
That was indeed true communism, where all things were held in common. But here is
the problem with communism today, while man is in the flesh—he cannot fulfill the
pure government of God, even as kingdom man failed who received it “before the
time.” This was clearly attested to in Ananias and Sapphira, who failed to hold all
things in common (Acts 5:1-11). They too failed and perished! And most significantly,
even as these two failed, died, and were even buried individually—first Ananias,
followed by Sapphira—so the church, as well as the nations, have failed for two
thousand years.
Let us now proceed to another testimony regarding the coronavirus. We note that that
virus originated in China, and that nation suffered tremendous losses. That was
followed by some “hot spots,” particularly in Europe. Of these, we will give attention
to Italy and Germany.
Italy, of course, followed China as the second most affected nation. And keep in mind
here once again, do not think of this as a hazard but as the “corona” or crowning at the
coming of Immanuel. So prophetically, what is the testimony regarding Italy? Most
significantly, Italy is the boot that crushes the head of Satan, which as noted before in
the Bride writings is the work of the first Remnant. Their work was the first blow to the
destruction of Satan, ultimately bringing his end—which is at this present time. So in
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truth, Italy is paying a price for the sake of the kingdom of God, just as did the first
Remnant.
The next country of noteworthy ill effects from this virus is Germany. And what do we
see testified in Germany? And keep in mind, we are speaking of turning evil into good.
Germany is a very unique nation in its prophetic testimony. It was the nation that has
brought one of the the greatest slaughters of man in the history of the world, and that is
their initiation of World War One and World War Two. And attesting to the good that
we are seeing here, turning evil into good, is indeed Hitler’s goal of establishing the
Third Reich, or literally the Third Kingdom. What Hitler was attesting to was the great
need to bring forth the third part of the kingdom of heaven, which we are in right
now—the third thousand-year-period of the church. This, of course, is the Millennial
Reign in which Immanuel will now set up His kingdom on this earth after two
thousand years of a failed church.
And what else do we see regarding German’s significance relative to where we are
today in history, in the church? As with the coronavirus, the printing press had its
origin in China as well, but was perfected by Johannes Gutenberg in Germany, ushering
in a revolution of change, particularly in the church. Another German at that time,
Martin Luther, capitalized on this transformation in technology and brought about the
profound transformation within the church. The Reformation, having its origin in
Germany with Luther’s “95 Theses,” moved across Europe, changing the world. And
that is what we need today—a move of the Holy Spirit that will quickly shake the whole
world, unsettling it and preparing the way for Immanuel’s return. This is the work of
the Bride. And equally a testimony that is “evil,” finding its fulfillment in good (the
Bride), is that Germany’s leader for the last fifteen years is a woman, Angela Merkel.
So we see that Yahweh has to turn evil into good, which is the case for all of mankind.
And based on these specific revealing testimonies, if the Holy Spirit is in fact poured
out in the latter rain per this fourth trip to Africa, is it possible that I would next go to
Germany and fulfill what began five hundred years ago in 1517 (the address of the
home I lived in as a child) with the Reformation? And, was that reformation in fact a
first bird that had to die and fail so that the true much needed Reformation can come
and succeed and we fly away into heaven?
These are matters that have to be considered, especially if we receive the latter rain. But
for now we have to wait and be watchful and faithful, and hopefully this will see us
through all of this, even as we are presently seeing our way through the coronavirus.
We need the true and fulfilling reformation, the true Corona, the true King and
kingdom that comes down out of heaven—Immanuel as King of kings and Lord of
lords with His Bride.
And I close with something unrelated to this subject, but is worthy of noting here. In
Joshua 5:5-7 we read:
For all the people who came out {of Egypt] were circumcised, but all the people
who were born in the wilderness along the way as they came out of Egypt had
not been circumcised. For the sons of Israel walked forty years in the wilderness,
until all the nation, that is, the men of war who came out of Egypt, perished
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because they did not listen to the voice of Yahweh, to whom Yahweh had sworn
that He would not let them see the land which Yahweh had sworn to their
fathers to give us, a land flowing with milk and honey. Their children whom He
raised up in their place, Joshua circumcised; for they were uncircumcised,
because they had not circumcised them along the way.
Do you understand this? The first Remnant had the promise of being circumcised,
though they died. But the wilderness period of Christianity has not been circumcised of
their earthly flesh and have perished. Today, we the fulfilling Bride, along with the
initiating first Remnant, will be the first to be circumcised of our flesh—being caught up
into heaven to be born from above, born into the body we were created to occupy, and
return with Immanuel. And as He declared, so it will be:
“But the one who endures to the end, he will be saved. This gospel of the
kingdom shall be preached in the whole world as a testimony to all the nations,
and then the end will come”(Matthew 24:13-14).
Amen. This is the fulfilling last-days Bride. We look to the Father.
Gary

